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We give a new simplified definition of a non-linear connection of Finsler geometry which
could be applied for not only regular case but also singular case. For the regular case, it cor-
responds to the non-linear part of the Berwald’s connection, but our connection is expressed
not in the line element space but in the point-Finsler space. In this view we recognize a
Finsler metric L(x, dx) as a “non-linear form”, which could be regarded as a generalisation
of the original expression of Riemannian metric,
√
gµν(x)dxµdxν . Furthermore our for-
mulae are easy to calculate compared to the conventional methods, which encourages the
application to physics. This definition can be used in the case where the Finsler metric is
singular, which corresponds to gauge constrained systems in mechanics. Some non-trivial
examples of constrained systems are introduced for exposition of applicability of the con-
nection.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Finsler geometry has a large potential of applications to physics or other mathematical sci-
ences. Usually a Finsler metric L(x, dx) on M is defined by a function of TM which satisfies
i) regularity, ii) positive homogeneity, and iii) strong convexity, in the standard textbook [1, 2].
However, in applications of Finsler geometry to Lagrange systems, almost all systems do not sat-
isfy the regularity condition, in other words, L is not defined on the whole slit tangent bundle
TM◦ = TM − {0} but only on a sub-bundle D(L) ⊂ TM , depending on L. Furthermore, the
most important Lagrangian systems in physics: the gauge theories, do not satisfy the strong con-
vexity. Therefore we will only consider the weaker regularity condition and the following positive
homogeneity condition of L as the definition of Finsler metric.
L(x, λdx) = λL(x, dx), ∀λ > 0. (I.1)
Any Lagrangian systems of finite degree of freedom can be reformulated in such Finsler man-
ifolds [3, 4] without changing their physical contents, and the action functional is given by the
integral of the Finsler metric which is made from the Lagrangian, then the variational principle
becomes geometric and independent of parameterisation, which we will call covariant.
From the point of view of a physicist, especially when thinking about the Lagrangian formu-
lation, we are inclined to define a non-linear connection not on a line element space TM◦ but
directly on the point manifold M [5]. Usual treatments of Finsler connection based on line ele-
ment space; slit tangent bundle or projected tangent bundle; are rather similar to the Hamiltonian
formulation. The best covariant Hamiltonian formulation using contact manifold [6] is deeply
related to the covariant Lagrangian formulation. Furthermore, the Hamiltonian formulation cor-
responds to projected tangent bundle formulation of Finsler geometry [2] in special cases. Since
we would like to consider Lagrangian formulation and not Hamiltonian formulation, we think that
the point Finsler viewpoint is better suited for our objective. If we consider only Euler-Lagrange
equation, symmetry of the system or Noether’s theorem [7, 8], Finsler connection is not a neces-
sity. However, if we want to consider the auto-parallel forms of Euler-Lagrange equation, or seek
new symmetries and conserved quantities, our Finsler non-linear connection can be a huge help to
us.
In the next section we give a generalisation of linear connection of a vector bundle E π→ M to
a non-linear connection, from a some different kind of view. We firstly define a non-linear con-
nection not to vector fields but to dual (covector) fields, by generalising the coefficients of linear
3connection as functions of xµ and ea, where xµ are coordinates functions of M and ea are the dual
basis of ea, the basis of section of E. Finally we will define the non-linear covariant derivative
of Γ(E) by the covariant derivative of Γ(E∗) from using their duality. In Section 3, we gener-
alise a linear connection of TM to the non-linear connection preserving Finsler metric L, that is
our Finsler non-linear connection. In our point of view, the non-linear connection is defined on
Γ(TM), that is tangent vector fields over M , and leads to a non-linearly parallel transport preserv-
ing Finsler norm. There we show the existence and uniqueness of such a non-linear connection of
a general Finsler metric including singular metric. In Section 4, we give a short review of a covari-
ant Lagrangian formulation using Finsler manifold, and give the Euler-Lagrange equation to an
auto-parallel form in the general cases. In the last section, we give some examples of Lagrangian
systems including non-trivial gauge constrained systems. We hope that our non-linear connection
will be applied to more several areas.
II. NON-LINEAR GENERALISATION OF LINEAR CONNECTION
Let
◦
∇ be a linear connection on a vector bundle E π→ M , i.e.,
◦
∇: Γ(E) → Γ(T ∗M ⊗ E).
The contraction with the vector field X = Xµ ∂
∂xµ
over M gives the covariant derivative
◦
∇X :
Γ(E) → Γ(E) along X . This
◦
∇ can also define the covariant derivative on dual vector bundle
E∗,
◦
∇X : Γ(E∗) → Γ(E∗). In coordinates, this can be given by
◦
∇ ∂
∂xµ
ea = −
◦
Γ abµ(x)e
b
, where
e∗ = {ea} is the local basis of E∗. We generalise this linear connection
◦
∇ on vector bundle to
non-linear connection ∇ by replacing
◦
Γ abµ(x)e
b by Γ aµ(x, e∗), which is a 1-degree homogeneous
function of ec. That is, the non-linear connection ∇ is defined by
∇ea := −Γ a(x, e∗) = −dxµ ⊗ Γ aµ(x, e
∗), ∇ ∂
∂xµ
ea = −Γ aµ(x, e
∗). (II.1)
For a general section ρ = ρaea ∈ Γ(E∗),
∇ρ := dρa ⊗ e
a − ρadx
µ ⊗ Γ aµ(x, e
∗). (II.2)
Notice that ∇Xρ 6∈ Γ(E∗), however it holds linearity,∇X(ρ1 + ρ2) = ∇Xρ1 +∇Xρ2.
The action of ∇ to the section of E can be defined as follows. Let ξ = ξa ⊗ ea be a smooth
section of E, and consider the derivative of ξa = 〈ea, ξ〉,
dξa = 〈∇ea, ξ〉+ 〈ea,∇ξ〉 = −〈Γ a(x, e∗), ξ〉+ 〈ea,∇ξ〉, (II.3)
4therefore we define
∇ξ := (dξa + Γ a(x, e∗(ξ))dxµ)⊗ ea, ∇Xξ = X
µ
(
∂ξa
∂xµ
+ Γ aµ(x, e
∗(ξ))
)
⊗ ea. (II.4)
∇X maps Γ(E) to Γ(E), but the linearity does not hold; ∇X(ξ1 + ξ2) 6= ∇Xξ1 +∇Xξ2. Taking a
coordinates (xµ, ea) of E, we can define a distributionN of TE:
N =
〈
δ
δxµ
:=
∂
∂xµ
− Γ aµ(x, e
∗)
∂
∂ea
〉
, (II.5)
which is a usual definition of non-linear connection of E [9].
For physical problems, we use more often the derivative of covariant quantities than contravari-
ant quantities, so this definition of non-linear connection is useful to applications of physics.
III. GENERALISED BERWALD’S NON-LINEAR CONNECTION
Let us consider a Finsler manifold (M,L), where M is a (n + 1)-dimensional differentiable
manifold and L(xµ, dxµ) be a Finsler metric, using coordinates (xµ) of M , which is a function
of xµ and dxµ and 1-degree homogeneous function of dxµ. In our introduction we assume only
regurality on a sub-bundle D(L) ⊂ TM and homogeneity condition (I.1), and not the convexity
condition. We define a new Finsler connection, which is a generalisation of Berwald’s connection,
using the previous non-linear connection defined on TM which preserves the Finsler 1-form L;
∇L = 0.
Definition III.1. A non-linear Finsler connection∇ is such that satisfies the following conditions:
∇dxα = −Nα(x, dx) = −dxµ ⊗Nαµ(x, dx), (III.1)
∂Nαµ
∂dxβ
−
∂Nαβ
∂dxµ
= 0, (III.2)
∂L
∂xµ
= pαN
α
µ, pα :=
∂L
∂dxα
, (III.3)
where Nαµ = Nαµ(x, dx) and Nαβµ := ∂N
α
µ
∂dxβ
are 1-degree and 0-degree homogeneous functions
of dx = {dxµ} each other.
The last condition means the condition of preserving the Finsler metric L; 0 = ∇L =
∇xµ ∂L
∂xµ
+ ∇dxµ ∂L
∂dxµ
, which is a generalisation of covariant derivative to “non-linear form”
L(x, dx). The covariant derivative of tangent vector field Z = Zµ ∂
∂xµ
on M by this non-linear
connection can be defined same as previous section:
∇Z := {dZµ +Nµα (x, dx(Z)) dx
α} ⊗
∂
∂xµ
, (III.4)
5and the covariant derivative of Z along a tangent vector field X = Xµ ∂
∂xµ
on M also can be
defined by,
∇XZ := X
ν
{
∂Zµ
∂xν
+Nµν (x, dx(Z))
}
⊗
∂
∂xµ
. (III.5)
Here we consider only tangent vectors only on the point manifoldM not on the line element space.
Proposition III.1. The Finsler norm of vectors is conserved by a parallel displacement along a
curve c(t). That is dL(Z)
dt
= 0 if ∇c˙(t)Z = 0.
Proof.
dL(Z)(c)
dt
=
dxµ(c)
dt
∂L
∂xµ
+
dxν(c)
dt
∂Zµ
∂xν
∂L
∂dxµ
=
dxν(c)
dt
{
Nµν (x, dx(Z)) +
∂Zµ
∂xν
}
∂L
∂dxµ
= 0.
Definition III.2. We denoteLµν := ∂
2L
∂dxµ∂dxν
. For a Finsler metric of our definition, (n+1)×(n+1)
matrix (Lµν) always satisfies rank (Lµν) ≤ n, where we assume dimM = n+ 1. If rank (Lµν) =
n, then the Finsler metric L is called regular. Otherwise it is called singular.
In applications to Lagrangian systems, we will see later that the Lagrangian of non-constrained
systems correspond to regular Finsler metrics, and constrained systems (gauge theories) corre-
spond to singular Finsler metrics. In application to physics, the singular Finsler manifolds are
very important for gauge theories which often appear in several areas of physics.
If L is a singular Finsler metric and (Lµν) has constant rank: rank (Lµν) = n − 1 − D, there
are D independent zero eigenvectors vµI (x, dx) (I = 1, 2, · · · , D) which are functions of xµ and
dxµ and, satisfying
Lµνv
ν
I = 0, pµv
µ
I = 0. (III.6)
If vµI satisfy only the former and not the latter pµv
µ
I = wI 6= 0, we can replace v
µ
I to v
µ
I − wI
dxµ
L
.
Proposition III.2. Take a coordinate system such that det(Lab) 6= 0, (a, b = D+ 1, D+ 2, · · ·n)
then,
ℓµ0 =
dxµ
L
, ℓµI = v
µ
I , ℓ
µ
a = L
∂ℓµ0
∂dxa
= δµa −
padx
µ
L
,
(I = 1, 2, · · ·D), (a = D + 1, D + 2, · · · , n),
(III.7)
become (n+ 1) independent vectors.
6Proof. Suppose Aℓµ0 +BIℓµI + Caℓµa = 0. However, multiplying this by pµ gives,
A = 0, BIℓµI + C
aℓµa = 0, (III.8)
since pµℓµI = pµℓµa = 0. Differentiate the second equation by dxb (b = D + 1, D + 2, · · · , n) and
multiply by pµ,
BIpµ
∂ℓµI
∂dxb
+ Capµ
∂ℓµa
∂dxb
= 0, (III.9)
and we use the formula,
Lµbv
µ
I + pµ
∂vµI
∂dxb
= pµ
∂ℓµI
∂dxb
= 0, (III.10)
obtained by differentiating the latter equation of (III.6) by dxb. We get,
Capµ
∂ℓµa
∂dxb
= Capµ
(
−Lba
dxµ
L
− pa
ℓµb
L
)
= −LbaC
a = 0, (III.11)
so Ca = 0 and BIℓµI = 0. Finally since ℓ
µ
I = v
µ
I are independent vectors, we get BI = 0.
It is very helpful for calculation if we define an auxiliary function Gµ := 1
2
Nµαdx
α
. Straight
forward calculation with the use of the homogeneity property of Nµα and (III.2) gives us,
∂Gµ
∂dxα
=
1
2
Nµα +
1
2
∂Nµβ
∂dxα
dxβ = Nµα,
∂2Gµ
∂dxβ∂dxα
=
∂Nµα
∂dxβ
=: Nµαβ. (III.12)
Therefore we are able to express the coefficients of connection by Gµ:
Nµα =
∂Gµ
∂dxα
, Nµαβ =
∂2Gµ
∂dxβ∂dxα
. (III.13)
To determine the connection, it is sufficient to consider Gµ instead of Nµα.
Proposition III.3 (Existence). Let L be a singular Finsler metric with det(Lab) 6= 0 (a, b = D +
1, D + 2, . . . , n). There exists a non-linear Finsler connection such that their coefficients are
expressed by the following Gµ;
Gµ =
1
2
(
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
)
ℓµ0 + λ
IℓµI + λ
aℓµa , MI = L
abLaIMb, (III.14)
λa = LabMb, Mµ =
1
2
(
−
∂L
∂xµ
+ dxρ
∂2L
∂dxµ∂xρ
)
. (III.15)
Where ℓµ0 = dx
µ
L
, ℓµI = v
µ
I , ℓ
µ
a = L
∂ℓµ
∂dxi
, µ, β = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, I = 1, 2, . . . , D, a, b = D + 1, D +
2, . . . , n, Lab is the inverse of Lab and λI are arbitrary function.
7Proof. From the definition of coefficients of the connection (III.13) and (III.2) are automatically
satisfied, so it only remains to show (III.3). If we multiply (III.3) by dxβ, we get inhomogeneous
linear equation of Gµ;
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
= 2pµG
µ. (III.16)
This can be solved as
Gµ =
1
2
(
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
)
dxµ
L
+ λIℓµI + λ
aℓµa , (III.17)
using ℓµ0 , ℓ
µ
I , ℓ
µ
a and pµℓ
µ
0 = 1, pµℓ
µ
I = pµℓ
µ
a = 0. Here λI and λa are still unknown functions of xµ
and dxµ. Let us determine λa from (III.3). Differentiating Gµ by dxβ,
∂Gµ
∂dxβ
=
1
2
(
∂L
∂xβ
+ dxν
∂2L
∂dxβ∂xν
)
dxµ
L
+
1
2
(
dxγ
∂L
∂xγ
)
Lδµβ − pβdx
µ
L2
+
∂λI
∂dxβ
ℓµI + λ
I ∂ℓ
µ
I
∂dxβ
+
∂λa
∂dxβ
ℓµa + λ
a ∂ℓ
µ
a
∂dxβ
, (III.18)
and putting this into the right hand side of (III.3),
pµN
µ
αβdx
α = pµ
∂Gµ
∂dxβ
=
1
2
(
∂L
∂xβ
+ dxν
∂2L
∂dxβ∂xν
)
+ λapµ
∂ℓµa
∂dxβ
. (III.19)
The last term of (III.19) becomes
pµ
∂ℓµa
∂dxβ
= pµ
(
−
δµβpa
L
+
dxµpapβ
L2
−
dxµ
L
∂pa
∂dxβ
)
= −
∂pa
∂dxβ
= −Lβa, (III.20)
then (III.3) becomes the following equations for λi;
Lβaλ
a = Mβ, Mβ :=
1
2
(
−
∂L
∂xβ
+ dxν
∂2L
∂dxβ∂xν
)
. (III.21)
First, we can solve the following (n−D)-linear equations of the (III.21),
Labλ
a = Mb. (III.22)
From (III.22) we can determine λa by using the inverse matrix Lab,
λa = LabMb. (III.23)
The other equations which can be obtained from (III.21) are,
L0aλ
a = M0, LIaλ
a = MI . (III.24)
8The second equation of (III.24) implies the first, since
dx0L0aλ
a =
(
−dxILIa − dx
bLba
)
λa = −dxIMI − dx
bMb = −dx
µMµ + dx
0M0
= −dxµ
1
2
(
−
∂L
∂xµ
+ dxβ
∂2L
∂dxµ∂xβ
)
+ dx0M0
=
1
2
(
dxµ
∂L
∂xµ
− dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
)
+ dx0M0 = dx
0M0. (III.25)
The second equation of (III.24) should be regarded as constraints of the system. This derivation
shows that Gµ exists, and is uniquely determined up to arbitrary λI (I = 1, 2, . . . , D).
Proposition III.4 (Uniqueness). Up to arbitrary D functions λI (I = 1, 2, . . . , D), non-linear
Finsler connection Nµα(x, dx) which satisfies (III.2) and (III.3) is uniquely obtained by Nµα =
∂Gµ
∂dxα
, where Gµ is of the previous proposition.
Proof. From Proposition III.3, Gµ is unique. So we should prove that if Nµα and N˜µα satisfy
(III.2), (III.3) and Gµ = 1
2
Nµαdx
α = 1
2
N˜µαdx
α
, then Nµα = N˜µα.
Let us define Bµα = N˜µα −Nµα. Then Bµα satisfies
∂Bµα
∂dxβ
=
∂Bµβ
∂dxα
,
∂Bµα
∂dxβ
dxβ =
∂Bµβ
∂dxα
dxβ = Bµα, B
µ
αdx
α = 0. (III.26)
Differentiating the third equation of (III.26) with respect to dxβ,
0 =
∂Bµα
∂dxβ
dxα +Bµβ = 2B
µ
β. (III.27)
IV. EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATION
For an arbitrary singular Finsler manifold (M,L) which has rank(Lµν) = n − D, the Euler-
Lagrange equations are defined by
0 =
∂L
∂xα
− d
(
∂L
∂dxα
)
=
∂L
∂xα
−
∂2L
∂xβ∂dxα
dxβ −
∂2L
∂dxβ∂dxα
d2xβ . (IV.1)
Precisely (IV.1) are equations for an oriented curve c ⊂M :
0 = c∗
{
∂L
∂xµ
− d
(
∂L
∂dxµ
)}
, (IV.2)
by using a parameterisation of c, i.e. c(t) : T ⊂ R→ M , and dxµ and d2xµ pull-backed:
c∗dxµ =
dxµ(t)
dt
dt, c∗d2xµ =
d2xµ(t)
dt2
dt2. (IV.3)
9In our paper for avoiding cumbersome symbol c∗, we will drop the pull-back symbols. Please look
at the paper [8] for these convenient notations in more details.
Let us express this equation with the previous non-linear Finsler connection. From the condi-
tion (III.3), by differentiation by dxα, we can get
∂2L
∂dxα∂xβ
=
∂pµ
∂dxα
Nµβ + pµ
∂Nµβ
∂dxα
. (IV.4)
Multiplying this by dxβ ,
∂2L
∂dxα∂xβ
dxβ =
∂pµ
∂dxα
Nµβdx
β + pµ
∂Nµβ
∂dxα
dxβ. (IV.5)
Furthermore with (III.2) and 1-st homogeneity of Nµβ,
∂2L
∂xβ∂dxα
dxβ =
∂2L
∂dxα∂dxµ
Nµβdx
β +
∂L
∂xα
. (IV.6)
Then
∂L
∂xα
−
∂2L
∂xβ∂dxα
dxβ = −
∂2L
∂dxα∂dxµ
Nµβdx
β . (IV.7)
Therefore Euler-Lagrange equation (IV.1) can be written as
0 =
∂2L
∂dxα∂dxµ
(
d2xµ +Nµβdx
β
)
=
∂2L
∂dxα∂dxµ
(
d2xµ + 2Gµ
)
. (IV.8)
Using the previous non-linear Finsler connection, the Euler-Lagrange equation of L is equivalent
to the auto-parallel equation
 d
2xµ + 2Gµ(x, dx) = λ0ℓµ0 + λ
IℓµI ,
CI := MI − LIaL
abMb = 0, (I = 1, 2, . . . , D),
(IV.9)
where λ0, λI are arbitrary 2-nd homogeneous function with respect to dxµ. From physical view-
point, (IV.9) are equations of a motion of system constrained on a surface which is defined by
second equations CI = 0. The arbitrary function λ0 is determined by taking a time parameter,
and another arbitrary functions of λI are determined from the consistency with derivatives of the
second constraint equations of (IV.9), and the others of λI remain arbitrary. Also in a Riemannian
space, we can define Finsler arc length parameter s which satisfies L
(
x(s), dx(s)
ds
)
= 1. Taking
the differentiation with respect to s we get a “time fixing condition”,
0 =
∂L∗
∂xµ
dxµ
ds
+
∂L∗
∂dxµ
d2xµ
ds2
, L∗ := L
(
x(s),
dx(s)
ds
)
. (IV.10)
10
Using the parameterised auto-parallel equation (IV.9),
d2xµ
ds2
+ 2Gµ
(
x(s),
dx(s)
ds
)
= ξ0
dxµ
ds
+ ξIvµI
(
x(s),
dx(s)
ds
)
, (IV.11)
where ξ0 := λ0
(
x(s), dx(s)
ds
)
/L∗ and ξI := λI
(
x(s), dx(s)
ds
)
, and parameterised property of Gµ of
non-linear Finsler connection (III.16),
∂L∗
∂xµ
dxµ
ds
= 2
∂L∗
∂dxµ
Gµ
(
x(s),
dx(s)
ds
)
, (IV.12)
we can show ξ0 = 0 by the following
0 =
∂L∗
∂xµ
dxµ
ds
+
∂L∗
∂dxµ
{
ξ0
dxµ
ds
+ ξIvµI − 2G
µ
}
= ξ0. (IV.13)
Therefore, choosing the Finsler arc length parameter corresponds to λ0 = 0.
V. EXAMPLES
Riemannian case
Riemannian manifold (Mn+1, g) can be considered as a Finsler manifold given by,
L =
√
gµν(x)dxµdxν , (µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n), (V.1)
where gµν(x) are functions of only coordinates (xµ) of M , and L is a regular. We can easily
recognize that the Levi-Civita connection
LC
Γ µαβ becomes our “non-linear” connection, ckecking it
to satisfy the equation (III.3),
1
2L
∂gµν
∂xβ
dxµdxν =
gµνdx
ν
L
LC
Γ µαβ dx
α, (V.2)
and using uniqueness theorem, Proposition III.4.
However we will look for it using existence theorem, Proposition III.3. i.e. we will directly
calculate
2Gµ =
(
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
)
dxµ
L
+ Labℓµa
(
−
∂L
∂xb
+ dxρ
∂2L
∂dxn∂xρ
)
, (V.3)
where the Greek indices run as β, µ, ρ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n and the Latin indices run as a, b =
1, 2, 3, . . . , n, and we use the summation convention for appearing same labels.
pµ =
∂L
∂dxµ
=
dxµ
L
, Lµν =
∂2L
∂dxµ∂dxν
=
1
L
{
gµν −
dxµdxν
L2
}
, (V.4)
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and (n× n) matrices (Lab) = 1L
(
gab −
dxadxb
L2
)
has an inverse matrices
(Lab) = L
(
gab − g0a
dxb
dx0
− g0b
dxa
dx0
+ g00
dxadxb
(dx0)2
)
, (V.5)
where dxµ := gµνdxν and (gµν) is an inverse matrices of (gµν). Then
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
=
1
2L
∂gµν
∂xβ
dxβdxµdxν , ℓµa = δ
µ
a −
dxadx
µ
L2
, Labℓµa = L
(
gbµ − g0µ
dxb
dx0
)
,
−
∂L
∂xj
+ dxρ
∂2L
∂dxj∂xρ
= −
1
2L
∂gµν
∂xj
dxµdxν +
1
L
∂gjν
∂xρ
dxνdxρ −
1
2L3
∂gµν
∂xρ
gjσdx
µdxνdxρdxσ,
therefore we get
2Gµ =
(
−
1
2
gµν
∂gαβ
∂xν
+ gµν
∂gνα
∂xβ
)
dxαdxβ =
1
2
gµν
(
∂gνα
∂xβ
+
∂gνβ
∂xα
−
∂gαβ
∂xν
)
dxαdxβ
=
LC
Γ µαβ dx
αdxβ . (V.6)
We will add a little comment on m-th polynomial form metric such as
L =
m
√
gµ1µ2...,µm(x)dx
µ1dxµ2 · · ·dxµm . (V.7)
where m = 4 quartic form metric had been mentioned by Riemann. In usual line element treat-
ment, we start from gµν(x, y) = 12
∂2L(x,y)
∂yµ∂yν
, but gµν(x, y) becomes uglier form if m 6= 2. On the
other hand, our non-linear Finsler definitions are
1
mLm−1
(
∂gµ1µ2...µm
∂xα
dxµ1dxµ2 · · · dxµm
)
=
gµµ2µ3...µmdx
µ2dxµ3 · · · dxµm
Lm−1
Nµα, (V.8)
therefore they would be quite simple and convenient definition.
Regular simple case (potential system)
For application to classical dynamics, the potential system which is a particle motion in three
dimensional Euclidian space R3 influenced by potential force is the most simple and impotant
case. It’s Finsler metric is given by
L =
m
2
(dx1)2 + (dx2)2 + (dx3)2
dx0
− V (x1)dx0. (V.9)
We will calculate the Gµ from this Finsler metric by
2Gµ =
(
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
)
dxµ
L
+ Labℓµa
(
−
∂L
∂xb
+ dxρ
∂2L
∂dxb∂xρ
)
, (V.10)
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where the Greek indices run as β, µ, ρ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the Latin indices run as a, b = 1, 2, 3, and
we also use the summation convention for appearing same labels. For this Finsler metric is regular,
there is no ℓµI terms and no constraint equation in (V.10), and its auto-parallel equation becomes
d2xµ + 2Gµ(x, dx) = λℓµ0 , (V.11)
with an arbitrary function λ(x, dx). Let us calculate and check this.
p0 = −
{
m
2
3∑
i=1
(
dxi
dx0
)2
+ V (x1, x2, x3)
}
, pi = m
dxi
dx0
, (i = 1, 2, 3),
(Lµν) =


m (dx
1)2+(dx2)2+(dx3)2
(dx0)3
− mdx
1
(dx0)2
− mdx
2
(dx0)2
− mdx
3
(dx0)2
− mdx
1
(dx0)2
m
dx0
0 0
− mdx
2
(dx0)2
0 m
dx0
0
− mdx
3
(dx0)2
0 0 m
dx0

 , (L
ab) =


dx0
m
0 0
0 dx
0
m
0
0 0 dx
0
m

 ,
ℓµa = L
∂
∂dxa
(
dxµ
L
)
= δµa −
mdxµdxa
Ldx0
, Labℓµa =
dx0δµb
m
−
dxµdxb
L
, (a, b = 1, 2, 3),
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
= −
∂V
∂xa
dx0dxa, −
∂L
∂xb
+ dxρ
∂2L
∂dxb∂xρ
=
∂V
∂xb
dx0, (a, b = 1, 2, 3),
2Gµ =


−2
∂V
∂xb
(dx0)2dxb
L
(µ = 0),
∂V
∂xb
{
(dx0)2δab
m
− 2
dx0dxadxb
L
}
(µ = a = 1, 2, 3).
(V.12)
If we take Finsler arc length parameter s, which is defined by
1 =: L
(
xµ(s),
dxµ(s)
ds
)
=
m
2
3∑
a=1
(x˙a)2
x˙0
− V (x(s))x˙0, x˙µ :=
dxµ(s)
ds
, (V.13)
and its derivative by s,
m
(
x˙a
x˙0
)
x¨a −
{
m
2
(
x˙a
x˙0
)2
+ V
}
x¨0 − x˙0x˙a
∂V
∂xa
= 0, (V.14)
are the time gauge fixing conditions. Using this parameter s,
2G0 = −2
∂V
∂xb
(x˙0)2x˙b(ds)2, 2Ga =
∂V
∂xb
{
(x˙0)2δab
m
− 2x˙0x˙ax˙b
}
(ds)2, (V.15)
and the auto-parallel equation (V.11) becomes
x¨0 − 2(x˙0)2x˙b
∂V
∂xb
= ξx˙0, x¨a +
(x˙0)2
m
∂V
∂xa
− 2x˙0x˙ax˙b
∂V
∂xb
= ξx˙a, (V.16)
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where we substitute λ to ξ = λ
(
x(s), dx(s)
ds
)
which is an arbitrary function of s. By this equation
and time gauge fixing conditions (V.13) and (V.14), we can eliminate x¨µ and then we can get ξ = 0,
which was also showed in previous section in the case of using a Finsler arc length parameter.
In this case, the auto-parallel equation (V.16) with ξ = 0 can be also derived from time gauge
fixing (V.13), (V.14) and Euler-Lagrange equation of L (x(s), x˙(s)),
0 =
d
ds
{
m
2
(
x˙a
x˙0
)2
+ V
}
, 0 = x˙0x˙a
∂V
∂xa
−
d
ds
(
mx¨a
x˙0
)
, (V.17)
for this Lagrange system is not a gauge system.
If we choose other parametrisation t = x0 and redefine x˙µ := dx
µ(t)
dt
and x¨µ := d
2xµ(t)
dt2
, then
2G0
(
x(t),
dx(t)
dt
)
= −
2x˙a
L
∂V
∂xa
, 2Ga
(
x(t),
dx(t)
dt
)
=
{
δab
m
− 2
x˙ax˙b
L
}
∂V
∂xb
, (V.18)
and the auto-parallel equation (V.11) becomes
0−
2x˙a
L
∂V
∂xa
= ξ, x¨a +
1
m
∂V
∂xa
− 2
x˙ax˙b
L
∂V
∂xb
= ξx˙a. (V.19)
Therefore the equation corresponds to x¨a + 1
m
∂V
∂xa
= 0, that is, the usual form of equation of
motion.
Constrained system (2nd class constraint)
In physics, we call a system which has a singular Finsler Lagrangian a gauge system or a
constrained system. Let us consider a specific example of these systems given by
M = R3, L(x, dx) = x1dx2 − x2dx1 +
{
(x1)2 + (x2)2
}
dx0. (V.20)
Then conjugate momenta pµ and (Lµν) are
p0 = (x
1)2 + (x2)2, p1 = −x
2, p2 = x
1, (Lµν) = O, (V.21)
therefore there are two zero eigenvectors of (Lµν), vµ1 = δ
µ
1 and v
µ
2 = δ
µ
2 except for dxµ. We can
get Gµ from the formula (III.14),
2Gµ = 2Gµ∗ + λ
1vµ1 + λ
2vµ2 , 2G
µ
∗ :=
2(x1dx1 + x2dx2)dx0dxµ
L
, (V.22)
where λI (I = 1, 2) are arbitrary functions of x and dx, and there are two constraints:
C1 = dx
2 + x1dx0 = 0, C2 = dx
1 − x2dx0 = 0. (V.23)
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The auto-parallel equation becomes

d2x0 +
2(x1dx1 + x2dx2)(dx0)2
L
= λdx0,
d2x1 +
2(x1dx1 + x2dx2)dx0dx1
L
+ λ1 = λdx1,
d2x2 +
2(x1dx1 + x2dx2)dx0dx2
L
+ λ2 = λdx2.
(V.24)
We will consider the above equation as a flow on the tangent bundle TM . Using adopted coordi-
nates (xµ, dxµ) of TM , the generator can be written by
XT := dx
µ ∂
∂xµ
− 2G0∗
∂
∂dx0
− 2G0∗
dxi
dx0
∂
∂dxi
+ λdxµ
∂
∂dxµ
− λ1
∂
∂dx1
− λ2
∂
∂dx2
, (V.25)
and the auto-parallel equation (V.24) can be covariantly expressed by
dxµ = XT (x
µ), d2xµ = d(dxµ) = XT (dx
µ). (V.26)
The consistency condition of the flow XT with constraints (V.23) is that they are conserved along
the flow:
XT (C1) = XT (C2) = 0, mod.(C1, C2). (V.27)
If we take λ1, λ2 as

λ1 = λ1∗ := λ(dx
1 − x2dx0)−
2G0∗
dx0
(dx1 − x2dx0)− dx0dx2,
λ2 = λ2∗ := λ(dx
2 + x1dx0)−
2G0∗
dx0
(dx2 + x1dx0) + dx0dx1,
(V.28)
then (V.27) are not only satisfied but also the equalities of (V.27) are exact: that is, they are strong
equalities. The following covariant equation

dxµ = XT∗(x
µ), d2xµ = XT∗(dx
µ),
XT∗ = dx
µ ∂
∂xµ
− 2G0∗
dxµ
dx0
∂
∂dxµ
+ λdxµ
∂
∂dxµ
− λ1∗
∂
∂dx1
− λ2∗
∂
∂dx2
,
(V.29)
is equivalent to the Hamilton formulation using Dirac bracket. Because if we take a time parameter
t := x0, that is, we divide the former equation of (V.29) by dx0 and the latter by (dx0)2 and put
dx0
dx0
= 1, d
2x0
(dx0)
= 0, then λ is determined as λ = 2G0∗/dx0, and the equation becomes
dxi
dt
= X(xi),
dyi
dt
= X(yi), X :=
∂
∂x0
+ yi
∂
∂xi
+ y2
∂
∂y1
− y1
∂
∂y2
, (V.30)
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where we change the homogenous coordinate (dxµ) to the usual (yi) defined by yi = dxi
dx0
. This
vector field X of (V.30) can be given by X = ∂
∂t
+ w(dH, ·), which is defined by a following
Poisson structure w and Hamiltonian H;
w =
∂
∂y1
∧
∂
∂x1
+
∂
∂y2
∧
∂
∂x2
−
∂
∂y1
∧
∂
∂y2
, H =
1
2
{(
y1
)2
+
(
y2
)2}
. (V.31)
So the equation of this example is equivalent to
dxi
dt
= yi,
dy1
dt
= y2,
dy2
dt
= −y1. (V.32)
This system is a Fermi particle model whose dynamics corresponds harmonic oscillator, and is
also a gauge constraint system having 2nd class constraint of Dirac’s classification [10, 11]. As
our formulation is covariant (reparamerisation invariant), the equation (V.29) is a covariant gener-
alisation of Dirac proceduree using our non-linear Finsler connection.
Constrained system (Frenkel’s model)
The next example of gauge system is a quite pathological example, but it is known as Dirac
conjecture does not hold [11, 12].
M = R4, L(x, dx) =
dx2(dx3)2
(dx0)2
−
1
2
x1(x3)2dx0. (V.33)
This Euler-Lagrange equation becomes

0 = d
{
−2
dx2(dx3)2
(dx0)3
−
1
2
x1(x3)2
}
,
0 =
1
2
(x3)2dx0,
0 = d
(
dx3
dx0
)2
,
0 = x1x3dx0 + 2d
{
dx2dx3
(dx0)2
}
,
⇔


0 =
dx3
dx0
d
(
dx3
dx0
)
,
0 = x1x3dx0 + 2d
{
dx2dx3
(dx0)2
}
,
0 = x3.
(V.34)
If we take a conventional time parameter t = x0, then
x˙3x¨3 = 0, 2x¨2x˙3 + 2x˙2x¨3 + x1x3 = 0, x3 = 0, (V.35)
and these equal to
x1 = ξ1(t), x2 = ξ2(t), x3 = 0, (V.36)
where ξ1 and ξ2 are arbitrary function of t.
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We will express this system to auto-parallel form using our non-linear Finsler connection. Con-
jugate momentum pµ = ∂L∂dxµ are
p0 = −2
dx2(dx3)2
(dx0)3
−
1
2
x1(x3)2, p1 = 0, p2 =
(
dx3
dx0
)2
, p3 = 2
dx2dx3
(dx0)2
, (V.37)
and (Lµν) is
(Lµν) =


6dx
2(dx3)2
(dx0)4
0 −2 (dx
3)2
(dx0)3
−4dx
2dx3
(dx0)3
0 0 0 0
−2 (dx
3)2
(dx0)3
0 0 2 dx
3
(dx0)2
−4dx
2dx3
(dx0)3
0 2 dx
3
(dx0)2
2 dx
2
(dx0)2

 . (V.38)
We can recognise rank(Lµν) = 2 and so there is one zero eigenvector vµ of (Lµν) except for dxµ,
and we can take vµ1 = δ
µ
1 . Calculations are following
ℓµ0 =
dxµ
L
, ℓµ1 = v
µ
1 = δ
µ
1 , ℓ
µ
2 = δ
µ
2 −
dxµp2
L
, ℓµ3 = δ
µ
3 −
dxµp3
L
,
M0 =
1
4
(x3)2dx1 +
1
2
x1x3dx3, M1 =
1
4
(x3)2dx0, M2 = 0, M3 =
1
2
x2x3dx0,
(Lab) =

 − (dx0)2dx22(dx3)2 (dx0)22dx3
(dx0)2
2dx3
0

 , (λa) = (LabMb) =

 x2x3 (dx0)34dx3
0

 , (a, b = 2, 3),
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
= −
1
2
(x3)2dx0dx1 − x1x3dx0dx3, C := M1 − L
abLa1Mb =
1
4
(x3)2dx0 = 0.
With a constraint C = x3 = 0, Gµ of the non-linear connection are given by
Gµ =
1
2
(
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
)
ℓµ0 + λ
1ℓµ1 + λ
2ℓµ2 + λ
3ℓµ3
=
{
−
1
4
(x3)2dx0dx1 −
1
2
x1x3dx0dx3
}
dxµ
L
+ λ1δµ1 +
x2x3
4
(dx0)3
dx3
ℓµ2
= λ1δµ1 + lim
x3,dx3→0
x2x3
4
(dx0)3
dx3
δµ2 . (V.39)
The last term is ambiguous because the limit cannot be defined. A corresponding difficulty also
occurs in (Lab). The matrix (Lab) takes a value with the constraint x3 = 0
(Lab) =

 0 0
0 2dx
2
(dx0)

 , (a, b = 2, 3), (V.40)
but it has no inverse. On a constraint surface defined by C = 0, the total rank of (Lµν) becomes
one. In other word, there is also another zero eigenvalued function of (Lµν): vµ2 = δ
µ
2 . Therefore
on the constraint surface x3 = 0, Gµ has the following form
Gµ =
1
2
(
dxβ
∂L
∂xβ
)
dxµ
L
+ λ1vµ1 + λ
2vµ2 + λ
3ℓµ3 = λ
1δµ1 + λ
2δµ2 , (V.41)
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where λi, (i = 1, 2) are arbitrary function. Then the auto-parallel equation becomes

d2x0 = λdx0,
d2x1 = λdx1 + λ1,
d2x2 = λdx2 + λ2,
d2x3 = λdx3.
(V.42)
Considering the constraints x3 = dx3 = 0, we can rewrite this equation (V.42) as Hamilton flow
like the previous example,

dxµ = XT∗(x
µ), d2xµ = XT∗(dx
µ),
XT∗ = dx
µ ∂
∂xµ
+ λdxµ
∂
∂dxµ
+ ξ1dx1
∂
∂dx1
+ ξ2dx2
∂
∂dx2
,
(V.43)
where λi (i = 1, 2) are redefined so as to integrability, and ξi (i = 1, 2) are arbitrary functions. If
we take a time parameter t = x0, then λ = 0 and equation (V.43) becomes
dxi
dt
= X(xi),
dyi
dt
= X(yi), X =
∂
∂t
+ yi
∂
∂xi
+ ξi(t)yi
∂
∂yi
, (V.44)
which is consistent with the solution of (V.36). This Frenkel model is a constraint system having
1st class constraint of Dirac’s classification [11, 12]. Even in these quite non-trivial example, our
non-linear connection will be convenient for rewriting Lagrangian form to covariant Hamiltonian
form (V.43).
VI. DISCUSSIONS
We propose a new non-linear Finsler connection which is a generalization of the non-linear
part of the Berwald’s connection. If Finsler metric L is regular, the Euler-Lagrange equation 0 =
c∗
{
∂L
∂xα
− d
(
∂L
∂dxα
)}
derived form the variational principle of the action functional A[c] =
∫
c
L
becomes equivalent to d2xµ + 2Gµ(x, dx) = λ(x, dx)dxµ using our non-linear connection Nµβ ,
Gµ = 1
2
Nµβdx
β
, and arbitrary function λ. If we take Finsler arc-length parameter s, discussing
at section IV, λ becomes zero, and the non-linear connection is given by Nµβ = ∂G
µ
∂dxβ
; that is our
Nµβ is exactly the non-linear connection of Berwald.
We can formally define a torsion operator and a curvature operator [9],
T (X, Y ) := ∇XY −∇YX − [X, Y ] = X
βY α
{
∂Nµβ
∂dxα
(x, dx(Y ))−
∂Nµα
∂dxβ
(x, dx(X))
}
∂
∂xµ
,
Rµβγ(x, dx) :=
∂Nµγ
∂xβ
−
∂Nµβ
∂xγ
+NµαβN
α
γ −N
µ
αγN
α
β.
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In spite of symmetry Nµαβ = Nµβα, the torsion T (X, Y ) 6= 0 because of non-linearity of Nµαβ .
Furthermore our treatments bases on point-Finsler viewpoint, and we only use the non-linear con-
nection and consider tangent vectors on point manifold. In many cases of physical problems, we
can hardly give line element space vector X˜ = X˜µ(x, y) ∂
∂xµ
proper physical meaning. We could
hope our minimal setting Finsler connectionNµβ, its torsion, and its curvature Rµβγ are applicable
to fruitful problems in nature.
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